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An extra-ordinary year

EDITORIAL

2020, an extra-ordinary year

2020 was an extra-ordinary year: no preceding
crisis has ever had an impact similar to what we
are experiencing in these times of pandemic.
Aviation is one of the most severely impacted
industries: EuroAirport saw passenger traffic
plunge by 71% compared with 2019. In 2020,
after years of uninterrupted growth between
2010 and 2019, with a record 9.1 million
passengers in 2019, the number of passengers
nosedived to 2.6 million.
Despite this context, EuroAirport has stayed
open throughout. It has enabled medical and
repatriation flights as well as ensuring the
transport of health protection equipment and
medical products via air cargo.
Faced with a complete lack of visibility into
the development of air traffic, the Board
of Directors and Airport Management took
strong action to control cash flow, imposing a
hiring freeze and part-time work, and reducing
investments. Accordingly, in December 2020,
the Board shelved the Terminal Facilities
Modernisation project.
Unlike the strategic passenger business, the
Airport’s two other business areas (cargo and
industry) weathered the crisis and managed
to contain the steep decline in turnover, which
will have been cut almost by half (€84m in
2020 as against €158m in 2019).
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Notwithstanding the collapse of passenger
traffic, EuroAirport has not dampened its
efforts in favour of the environment - quite the
contrary. In 2020, major progress was made
towards reducing the Airport’s noise footprint:
on 7 May, the Board of Directors approved
the results of the Balanced Approach study
and asked the French Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGAC) to ban all scheduled
take-offs between 11pm and midnight, and to
implement stricter noise standards for aircraft
serving night flights between 10 pm and 6 am.
As for the reduction in CO2 emissions, at
the end of the year, EuroAirport signed a
partnership agreement with the City of SaintLouis connecting the Airport to the urban
heating network with a new biomass boiler
room. This project is designed to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from the Airport’s
heating facilities by 90% by 2025.
A number of Franco-Swiss issues posing
major challenges, such as labour law and
the CO2 tax projects of the individual States,
demanded a strong commitment in 2020.
With the support of local elected officials, the
members of the Board of Directors rallied to
devise balanced solutions for these complex
and sensitive issues.
2020 will leave a profound mark on us, both
professionally and in the private sphere. The
crisis affected the Board of Directors directly
and most cruelly with the loss of Jean-Marie
Zoelle, one of its own members, in April.
He was succeeded by Philippe Knibiely in
July. Other members also joined the Board
of Directors during the year: Louis Laugier,
Prefect of the Haut-Rhin and Daniel Adrian,
Conseiller
Départemental
(Councillor).
Besides, Sylvain Rousselle was appointed
Financial Controller. We wish here to thank the
members of the Board of Directors for their
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hard work throughout the year to facilitate
the necessary decision-making in these
exceptional circumstances.
We also extend our warmest thanks to all staff
members for their collective commitment and
solidarity during this testing year.
In 2021, we shall pursue and strengthen our
efforts to overcome the consequences of the
crisis. The outlook for the aviation industry
in the short, medium and long term remains
uncertain. But we are prepared to cope with
the situation and will continue, come what
may, to accomplish our mission to serve the
territory in abidance with the principles of
sustainable development.
Luc Gaillet
President of
EuroAirport
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Raymond Cron
Vice-President of
EuroAirport
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HIGHLIGHTS 2020

The year in pictures

JANUARY

A year that started like any other …
2020 started with a resolute focus on the environment, one of the pillars of sustainable development
and enshrined in EuroAirport’s very mission: in January, the undertaking to achieve net zero
carbon for airport infrastructure by 2050 was signed. As part of its efforts to reduce CO2 emissions,
EuroAirport acquired six additional electric vehicles in 2020. The Airport had already reduced its
carbon emissions by 14% between 2015 and 2019. All passenger buses run on gas.
At the service of its passengers, the Airport continues to implement innovations with an eye to
enhancing customer satisfaction. An Automated Fast Track Crossing at External Borders system
has been installed to streamline passenger traffic by reducing queue times at passport control.
Five gates at the North Pier allow passengers to pass through identity checks autonomously by
combining passport scans with facial recognition technology. Bon voyage!
20 minutes saved! To streamline passenger access flow with due regard for security, an express car
park was set up on the Swiss side similar to the express parking facility realised on the French side
in 2017. The car park offers 235 parking spaces in the immediate vicinity of the Airport; it replaces
the hundred or so outdoor spaces previously available on the accessway to the Airport and which
caused congestion especially for the Basel public bus service line. Henceforth, the accessways to
the departure and arrival halls are only available to buses, taxis, and vehicles with special permits.

235 new parking spaces opened in January: the first 20 minutes are
free
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The new Automated Fast Track Crossing at External Borders system
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FEBRUARY

The virus closes in …
The first confirmed coronavirus cases were recorded in the Haut-Rhin Department on 26 February,
and in both Basel Cantons on 27 February. France’s Grand Est was to become one of the regions
most severely affected by the disease during the first wave of the virus. In February 2020, air traffic
remained more or less on an even level with the prior year: the number of passengers exceeded
538,000, with over 6300 flight movements. Cargo volumes were also in line with 2019 levels with
over 8500 mt of goods transported. However, the first signs were already visible – the airlines
informed EuroAirport that they were seeing a significant slowdown in bookings.
As for company life, a new intranet system was installed for the benefit of Airport employees. This
communication tool would prove all the more useful for maintaining contact during the approaching
crisis.

The calm before the (virus) storm ...
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A new efficient collaborative tool: «myEAP», the intranet
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MARCH

Lockdown!
On 16 March, the Swiss Federal Council declared a national emergency, while the President of
France announced a lockdown to contain the spread of the COVID-19 epidemic.
EuroAirport transformed its operating mode to adapt to the crisis. In accordance with applicable
rules, the Airport created an ad hoc multidisciplinary task force which would meet throughout the
year to put in place and expedite the necessary measures as the situation developed.
Although passenger traffic plummeted by over 60% compared with March 2019, the Airport stayed
open. It thus enabled medical flights transporting patients mainly from the hospital in Mulhouse,
where intensive care units were saturated, toward other regions in France and Germany. The crisis
highlighted human solidarity: the airport fire brigade volunteered their services to securitise flights to
and from the heliport of the hospital in Mulhouse.
The health of its employees, the very lifeblood of EuroAirport, was also prioritised. Home office was
generalised, and a video solidarity channel and mutual help forum were created for staff members
to keep in touch.
The IT department worked fast to strengthen the peripheral security of network connections, improve
network and server monitoring tools, and implement user identification security tools while installing
videoconference equipment in meeting rooms.

Transporting patients to other regions in France and Germany with
less crowded intensive care units
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EuroAirport played a key role interconnecting people: a medical flight
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APRIL

While the terminal sleeps, cargo hums along
Silent corridors, deserted car parks, an empty terminal… In April, barely one thousand travellers
passed through the Airport – down 99% against the same month the year before. April was to be the
nadir of the crisis. The only commercial airline to maintain its flights was WizzAir, with one flight to
Budapest three times a week.
This drastic fall heavily impacted turnover and the Airport refocused its priorities on securing cash
flow by freezing recruitment and resorting to part-time work. Operating expenses and investments
were cut back substantially, to a mere one third of budgeted levels. Safeguarding jobs was the clear
objective.
The Airport fully played its role as the tri-national regional hub for cargo. Imports of personal
protective equipment, especially surgical masks from China, transport of medical equipment such
as respirators: EuroAirport responded present to the call. During the first three months of lockdown,
many additional flights were chartered for the export of medical products such as plasma, notably
long-haul flights to South and North America for Qatar Airways Cargo. Express cargo was also up,
with additional flights from March to May to maintain import-export trade flows for companies. At the
same time, TNT Express moved into the offices at EuroAirport Cargo Terminal.

An empty terminal
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Air freight: its importance was highlighted during the crisis
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MAY

Environmental projects maintained despite the crisis
Despite major health and security concerns, EuroAirport stayed the course with regard to the
reduction in noise and carbon emission levels from its infrastructure.
In May, major progress was made in the Balanced Approach project. On 7 May, the Board of
Directors of EuroAirport approved the results of a study on substantial reductions in the Airport’s
noise footprint with due regard for connectivity needs of the tri-national region. This study involved
some 90 stakeholders. Relying on the conclusions of this study, EuroAirport asked the French
Civil Aviation Authority (DGAC) to ban all take-offs scheduled between 11 pm and midnight, and to
implement stricter noise standards for aircraft used for night flights between 10 pm and 6 am.
This same month, EuroAirport turned another corner and contracted the exclusive procurement of
«green» electricity for the entire Airport. This electricity is from controlled sources: it is certified from
renewable and carbon-neutral sources, i.e. produced from hydroelectric, wind or photovoltaic solar
power. This ground-breaking decision will enable the Airport to reduce its CO2 emissions by about
one quarter.

EuroAirport stayed the course on noise reduction
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A turning point in May: EuroAirport now buys exclusively «green»
electricity
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JUNE

Travel during a pandemic: preparing for unprecedented challenges.
The absolute priority: passenger health!
The summer months are traditionally the busiest in the year in terms of passenger traffic. To adapt
its infrastructure to the demands of these extra-ordinary times and guarantee travellers the best
possible health security, the Airport made preparations. The countries in the immediate vicinity of
the Airport – France, Germany and Switzerland – coordinated their action plans for reopening their
borders in mid-June.
During this fourth month of the crisis, surgical masks were declared mandatory throughout the
Terminal. Line markings were placed on floors to help travellers maintain social distancing. Counters
were fitted with transparent protection shields. Seating was reduced in waiting rooms and lounges,
and cleaning and sanitizing schedules were intensified. Moreover, air conditioning was modified to
ensure 100% fresh air inside the Terminal. Passengers were informed by signage, by announcements
over the public address system, and via the special «safe-travel» pages on the Airport website
dedicated to informing the public about the special measures. Uncertainty concerning applicable
regulations was one of the major difficulties in this unprecedented period.
The excellent results of the passenger satisfaction survey ASQ (Airport Service Quality) conducted
by ACI Europe (Airports Council International) showed that passengers appreciated the introduction
of such measures since they helped them feel safer and better protected against the virus.

“Social distancing” at EuroAirport
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Cleaning and sanitizing were intensified
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JULY

Air traffic recovers slightly over the summer…
The month of July started with a refreshing “shower”: on 3 July, the firefighters honoured the opening
of the regular Basel-Mulhouse - Kayseri (Turkey) line with a water salute. Despite the difficult context,
Corendon Airlines decided to add a new destination to its four regular lines from the Airport. A total
of five new destinations was thus proposed in summer: Ankara, Chisinau, Gaziantep, and Tirana, in
addition to Kayseri. Thirteen airlines were on board covering 80 destinations in Europe and around
the Mediterranean basin – compared with roughly one hundred in 2019; the Airport’s point-to-point
role in connectivity was thus maintained despite the decrease in frequencies. Six hubs were also
in the schedule, but not all of them were maintained throughout the season: Amsterdam (KLM),
Istanbul (Turkish Airlines and Pegasus, with Istanbul Havalimani and Sabiha-Gökçen International
Airport), London (British Airways), Munich (Lufthansa) and Vienna (Austrian Airlines).
The month was also marked by a tragic light aircraft accident on 23 July which, despite the fast and
effective intervention of the airport fire brigade, resulted in one death.
In terms of company life, the Airport introduced a new organisation structure on 1 July. The timing
was perfect. The new structure was the outcome of a twelve-month reorganisation process aimed
at streamlining the Company – all the more necessary in times of crisis.
July also saw reinforced efforts on environmental issues. For example: normally, air quality evaluation
campaigns are conducted once every five years. In 2020, EuroAirport increased their frequency to
once every three years and campaigned during the summer to add to the evaluations undertaken in
winter 2019/2020. The results were made available to the public on the EuroAirport website and in
the Environment Newsletters.

Porto (Portugal), among the top 6 destinations of the year
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Ready for take-off! A water salute inaugurates the WizzAir line to
Tirana on 18 July
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AUGUST

Holidays come what may: testing or self-isolation on arrival?
Bi-nationality, a special challenge.
Like every year, August was the busiest month for passenger travel. In 2020, EuroAirport welcomed
390,000 visitors – nearly 60% fewer than the year before.
The bi-national character of the Airport poses a special challenge with France and Switzerland
following different pandemic containment policies. One metre or two metres, for example: what
distance between people should be applied at the bi-national Airport? Located on French territory,
French legislation applies, but passengers must comply with the instructions of the country of
destination when they enter the territory.
Thus, on 1 August, a centre for mandatory PCR testing was opened in the arrival area before passport
controls to screen all arrivals from countries which the French Government qualified as countries at
risk for COVID-19. However, Switzerland had a different list of countries at risk. Moreover, the Swiss
Government was relying on a quarantine-based policy rather than on testing. Therefore, a special
arrangement was put in place at EuroAirport so that Swiss residents would not have to submit to
mandatory testing. This was simplified by the smooth cooperation between the health authorities of
the two countries, namely the Swiss Federal Office of Public Health and the French health autorithy
of the Grand Est region which are accustomed to working collaboratively at the Airport. The concept
of cross-border cooperation has been rooted in EuroAirport’s DNA for 75 years!
In November, PCR testing was replaced by quick antigenic tests with results in less than 30 minutes.
Almost 34,000 passengers overall were tested through this centre by the end of the year.

Mandatory PCR tests for passengers from places on France’s list of
countries at-risk
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In November, PCR testing was replaced by rapid tests
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SEPTEMBER

Innovate to reinvent the Airport, crisis-driven innovation
Surgical masks were no longer just for February and March: in September, the French Government
declared masks mandatory for all employees at their place of work.
This new measure did not mask the Airport’s capacity for innovation.
Basel-Mulhouse Airport decided to be one of the first three French airports to implement an
innovative diagnostic process for the yearly appraisal of the condition of its runways, taxiways and
aprons. Thanks to automated checking by a vehicle equipped with laser sensors, the diagnosis now
takes four hours by van instead of 25 nights with four employees on foot. On the night from 8 to 9
September, the two vehicles – one French and one Swiss – equipped with cameras, 3D sensors,
and an on-board server, and travelling at 70 km per hour, mapped each square centimetre of the
main and the secondary runways in 2D and 3D for the first time. EuroAirport is thus playing its part
in creating a new catalogue of reference for France, classifying deteriorations on airfield pavements.
Still on the subject of runway safety, a new system for analysing pollutants (rain, snow, etc.) using
cameras and laser sensors was installed on ramp agents’ vehicles to better evaluate braking
conditions for landing aircraft. These analyses are cross-checked through the control tower with
feedback from pilots on the conditions actually experienced, thus providing airlines with the most
accurate and up-to-date information on runway conditions.
In Switzerland, on 25 September, the two federal chambers adopted a bill revising the CO2 law; the
bill provided for a tax of CHF 30 to 120 per flight to be levied on airline tickets. In France, however,
the tax on airline tickets was then € 1,50. Implementing different CO2 taxes represents a significant
challenge for the bi-national airport. While EuroAirport supports efforts to reduce CO2 emissions in
the short and medium term, the introduction of such a tax under different national policies and with
widely different amounts threatens to distort competition between the Swiss and the French sectors,
and to trigger considerable inflows of traffic from Switzerland’s two other national airports, Zurich
and Geneva. EuroAirport therefore continues to plead for the harmonisation of environmental taxes
between France and Switzerland.

Innovation despite crisis: runway condition assessment by laser
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Runway surface assessment system installed on ramp vehicles
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OCTOBER

A few rays of sunshine pierce through the crisis and tangible
proress on noise reduction
Traditionally, summer and winter flight plans are published on the respective “time change” dates. In
October 2020, uncertainty reigned on the winter season destinations, particularly taking into account
the different travel restrictions that are subject to ongoing adjustment in line with infection rates.
Despite the circumstances, the flight plan for the 2020/2021 winter season, from 25 October 2020 to
26 March 2021, proposed 65 destinations across Europe and the Mediterranean basin, ensuring the
connectivity of the French-German-Swiss tri-national territory. More than 12 airlines are on board.
The new destinations flown from EuroAirport in the summer and maintained in the winter include
Chisinau in Moldova and Tirana, the capital of Albania.
Regarding noise reduction efforts, on 1 October, the Airport launched a new online interactive tool :
TraVis. This website is designed to make clear and transparent information available to the general
public and enables anyone interested to follow the flight tracks and noise data of planes landing
and taking off from Basel-Mulhouse Airport on the same day, or retrospectively going back 30 days.
TraVis also provides information on flight plans, weather, aircraft type, climb and descent profiles,
and noise level diagrams from the Airport’s sound measuring stations.
In October, a new permanent sound measuring station was set up in the Hardt forest, directly under
the approach path to the main runway for IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) landings from the south, and
recording IFR take-offs from the runway to the north as well. The Airport has a network of fifteen
fixed noise measuring stations, ten of which are in the surrounding towns and villages, and five
located directly on Airport grounds. In addition, it has one mobile station.

Despite the steep downturn in air traffic, EuroAirport pursues its noise
reduction policy
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TraVis, a new online tool to track flight paths and sound levels, is
launched
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NOVEMBER

Second wave of the pandemic, lack of harmonisation between
countries…
Over the summer, despite all the testing and self-isolation, the number of infections started rising. By
the end of the year, Switzerland was one of the countries with the highest infection levels in Europe.
The country is not, however, in lockdown. In France, the Government decreed a second lockdown
on 30 October, which remained in force until 15 December, and was then replaced by a curfew.
As a result, passenger traffic fell anew to a mere 75,000 in November compared with over 575,000
in November 2019. To secure the prerequisites for smooth traffic flow at and around the Airport, a
new bus station was commissioned. Passengers can now easily find their bus. The bus station is
also open to taxis.
A few special planes enthused plane spotters. Zorro has landed: on 12 November, EuroAirport
welcomed its first commercial A350-900 flight; this aircraft is immediately recognisable by the black
eye mask around the cockpit windshield. The plane was bringing Spain’s national football team to
play a qualifier against the Swiss team. Other football teams were welcomed in autumn, including
teams from Sofia and Tirana at the end of September.
As regards infrastructure, despite the crisis, construction work continued on AMAC Aerospace’s
Hangar 5, as well as on Jet Aviation’s Westend building.
To limit the noise around Airport facilities over the long term, a study on an innovative noise limitation
curve was launched in November in follow-up to the preliminary work which had started in May.

A football team from Bulgaria at EuroAirport
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The second wave of the pandemic: planes grounded
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DECEMBER

Going home for Christmas
After months of missing each other, families and close friends looked forward to getting together
over the holidays. EuroAirport made that possible. 125,000 passengers transited through the binational airport. This slight recovery showed the preponderance of the VFR (visiting friends and
family) category over leisure and business travel.
At the end of December, the list of the most visited destinations in 2020 ranked Pristina in Kosovo,
Istanbul, London, Amsterdam, and Berlin as the top 5. With over one and a half million passengers,
EasyJet was once again and by far the airline that carried the most passengers to and from
EuroAirport. The company has over ten Airbus A319/A320 based in Basel-Mulhouse. It is followed by
WizzAir (over 304,000 passengers), then Pegasus, Sun Express, and Turkish Airlines, with 70,000
to 90,000 passengers each.
Regional connectivity through transport intermodality took another step forward with the conclusion
of a co-financing agreement for a preliminary detailed project for the New Rail Link.
Another official signing launched a project designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the
Airport’s heating facilities by 85% by 2025, namely the partnership agreement with the City of SaintLouis connecting the Airport to the urban heating network with a new biomass boiler room.
On the other hand, the tender for the Terminal Facilities Modernisation project was shelved in
December. Necessary projects were maintained, however, as shown by the completion of the
repair work on 4500 m2 of runway pavement under the multi-year renovation programme. Similarly,
preliminary studies for the bridge decking under the main runway between the Airport and Blotzheim
were initiated and calls for tenders for design offices are scheduled for early 2021.

Aviation reunites families and friends for Christmas
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The partnership agreement with the City of Saint-Louis is signed for
the connection to the urban heating network
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CONCLUSION

A “new normal”?
In 2020, the Airport and its passengers were constantly forced to adapt to what has been called the
“new normalcy”. Masks, tests, uncertainties: these have become part and parcel of our daily life.
One hope materialised at the end of the year. Vaccinations started in Switzerland on 19 December
with a nonagenarian from Lucerne, and in France, symbolically, on 27 December with Mauricette, in
her seventies. The first step towards recovery in the coming year?

Passenger trafic / month

Passenger trafic per month in 2020
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OUTLOOK 2021

What visibility for the coming year?
A crystal ball would be most welcome! But even without one, EuroAirport is preparing for the future.
2021 will be a difficult year. The first few months have hardly been encouraging. Passenger traffic
was down 80% at the start of the year. The COVID-19 virus is mutating, and its variants are spreading fast, vaccine production is lagging, and travel restrictions still are not harmonised from one
country to the other. The Airport draws no benefit from testing since, even with negative tests, numerous countries continue to require travellers to self-isolate.
In 2021, therefore, EuroAirport will focus on the very same priorities as last year i.e., on securing
cash flow while strictly containing expenditure. To underpin its planning, the Airport has prepared
several different scenarios. This should ensure the necessary flexibility to cope with a constantly
evolving environment.
The crisis has also underscored the Airport’s dependency on passenger traffic. That is why, as part
of its strategic marketing, EuroAirport is tackling the new challenges in the aviation industry and keeping a close eye on long term trends. In this context, EuroAirport is exploring new forms of mobility
and considering how to participate in the long term.
Environment remains a fundamental subject. Ongoing work on the balanced approach and noise
limitation curve projects will be pursued in 2021. EuroAirport will thus be prepared to implement
these effective noise reduction measures as soon as air traffic picks up and noise levels start rising
again in the sensitive night-time hours. Lastly, EuroAirport is constantly adapting its infrastructure
to changing conditions, as it did when it set up the screening centre for departing passengers and
staff members.

To conclude on a positive note: in 2021 Basel-Mulhouse Airport -- a unique example of transnational
cooperation whose foundation stone was laid in 1946 -- is celebrating its 75th anniversary.
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KEY FIGURES 2020

Summary of the year

84

million euros
turnover
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2.6

million passengers

32 600
commercial flight
movements

6 050

jobs on the airport
plateform
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Figures at a glance
Key Financial Data (in EUR million)

2018

2019

2020

Turnover

143,1

157,5

84

Net result

22,9

24,3

May 2021

Net debt

-22,4

-50,5

May 2021

Investments

24

33,1

May 2021

Traffic figures

2018

2019

2020

Transported passengers (in millions)

8,6

9,1

2,6

Commercial flight movements

78 839

81 500

51 577

Carried freight (in tons)

110 000

106 000

108 500

Jobs at EuroAirport

2018

2019

2020

Jobs on the airport plateform

6300

6457

6050

in the Swiss sector

4700

4877

4600

in the French sector

1200

1598

1450

Jobs* at the public institution
Basel-Mulhouse Airport

381

402

384

subject to the French social security
system

341

357

337

subject to the Swiss social security
system

40

45

44

*Total jobs as of 31 December
The Basel-Mulhouse Airport Board of Directors will approve the financial results in May 2021. They
will be available from May on.
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EuroAirport in figures

2018

2019

2020

Number of passengers

8 578 064

9 090 312

2 598 981

Scheduled flights

8 299 441

8 868 750

2 519 354

Holiday flights (charter)

269 022

212 852

74 910

Taxi flights

5 242

4 758

2 774

Total commercial flights

8 573 705

2 597 038

General aviation (non-commercial)

4 359

9 086 627

Air freight (in tonnes)

110 129

106 088

108 502

Flown freight (regular and charter)

15 691

13 518

16 746

Express freight

47 097

48 027

47 699

Total flown freight

62 788

61 545

64 445

Trucked air freight

47 321

44 056

Mail

20

44 530

Number of movements

97 271

99 313

51 400

Regular passenger flights

65 308

69 030

22 992

Holiday flights (charter)

2 520

1 711

571

Taxi flights

5 562

5 496

4 065

Cargo (regular and charter)

734

676

823

78 839

81 533

32 611

General aviation (non-commercial)

18 432

17 780

18 789

Number of destinations

123

121

104

Passenger flights

114

113

96

Regular cargo flights

4

3

3

Express freight

5

5

5

Number of airlines

51

53

34

Passenger flights

43

46

27

Regular cargo flights

4

3

3

Express freight

4

4

4

Number of tour operators

53

55

46

Vols fret express
Total commercial flights
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4 715

3 685

13

4 620

1 943

-

4 160

19

Daily bus links

194

194

194

Basel, Switzerland

148

148

148

Mulhouse, France (via train station
Saint-Louis)

17

17

17

Freiburg i. Br., Germany

15

15

15

Strasbourg, Colmar, Mulhouse, Zürich

7

7

7

Kehl, Karlsruhe, Heidelberg,

4

4

4

Mannheim, Frankfurt

3

3

3

North-South

(15/33)

(15/33)

(15/33)

Length

3 900 m

3 900 m

3 900 m

Width

60 m

60 m

60 m

East-West

(26/08)

(26/08)

(26/08)

Length

1 820 m

1 820 m

1 820 m

Width

60 m

60 m

60 m

Turnover (m/M€)

143

157,5

84

Investments (m/M€)

24

-

-

Number of employees on the platform

6 299*

6 457*

6 050

Runway system

(ILS 15 · Cat. III ; ILS 33 · Cat. I)

* According to the yearly job survey
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à bientôt. bis bald. see you soon.

